
As a part of my SUST 750 experience, I was part of a team of 5 students and 2 UNH 

faculty that took on the sustainability challenge of addressing the waste problem on the UNH 

campus, specifically the campus recycling system.  We performed a waste audit on the recycling 

in two different UNH buildings, as well as a survey to gather data on opinions and attitudes of 

students and faculty about recycling and contamination.   

Admittedly, we found that even as senior sustainability dual major students, there were 

aspects of the campus recycling plan which we did not even fully understand.  When you are 

doing research and gathering data like this, we learned the first thing you need to do is address 

your own gaps in knowledge, so that you are informed enough to be gathering the data which 

you are looking for.   

Before we did any actual data collection, we talked about how we would distribute the 

survey and how many participants we were looking to have, and we had doubts.  We were 

worried that not enough people would want to participate, and that we wouldn’t be able to gather 

enough data, but we were wrong.  We ended up getting way more participants than we had 

hoped, and it made us realize that this was something that a lot of students cared about, and were 

eager to talk about.  This made the work of our project feel a lot more useful and needed.   

A common theme throughout all of the sustainability coursework is big picture thinking; 

realizing that you are always part of a greater whole.  This project taught me how necessary it is 

to think in big picture terms, especially when your research is only a small piece of a larger 

ongoing project.  The work we are doing is part of a final zero waste plan for campus; so 

although our project does not include establishing a solution, we are a part of the work which 

will go towards establishing a zero waste plan for the campus.  Digging through contaminated 

recycling out in the cold needed a little big picture thinking to make it all feel worth it! 



 

It is important, as I’ve learned throughout my group work, to keep a positive attitude and 

to remember that you are trying to be a part of the solution.  When we performed our waste 

audit, we found so much trash from different food places in the recycling; we found a huge 

amount of food waste, and we found out that a lot of the plastic from food places on campus is 

not even recyclable.  Seeing physical evidence of how much work the campus needs to do in 

order to become a zero waste campus was sometimes frustrating, but we needed to remember 

that this is a long term goal, and that we are helping work towards that goal. 

If I could say one thing about my SDM experience as a whole, I would say that it taught 

me to think in a different way.  I learned that there is not just one solution to one problem; there 

are many solutions which take years to work on, research, and implement.  Anytime you are 

doing sustainability work, it is part of a larger whole which you can feel proud of contributing to.   


